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By Brandon Smith

These days we hear a lot about the concept of the “male power
fantasy,” usually in reference to accusations of “toxic
masculinity.” In other words, feminists and woke activists
argue that the male power fantasy is a social construct that
makes men aggressive, and masculine aggression is supposedly
the cause of most of society’s ills.

I would point out, however, that we don’t really see men
talking about or obsessing much over power these days.
Instead, it’s women (mostly feminists) blithering incessantly
about power, institutional power, imbalances in power and how
much they want power. If I was to guess by their rantings at the
root principle that inspires all of feminism it wouldn’t be
“equality”, it would be the thirst for power.

It’s also important to understand that the female power fantasy
looks distinctly and darkly different from the average male
power fantasy and this is why so many people remain skeptical
of women in authority.  All we have to do is look at how they
express their desires in fiction.

If one studies the archetypal ideals of the hero’s journey (a
hallmark of the male power fantasy), what we almost always
find are stories of self sacrifice. Power for most men is meant
to be used in service to others; to protect and to provide for
those who cannot protect themselves. This symbolism is found
everywhere in literature, television and movies centered on
powerful and popular male figures. Rather than being “toxic,”
men are compelled by their inherent relationship to power to
achieve something greater for all the people around them.
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This is not to say that there are no men with twisted motives.
History is splattered with male rulers who have abused their
authority and committed a host of atrocities. These men,
however, are the exception to the rule. The majority of men
desire a chance at heroism and adherence to a moral code. We
used to call it “chivalry”, the opposite of villainy.

The hero’s journey usually requires a struggle to attain the
power that will eventually be used by the man in question. It is
at least subconsciously understood that power attained without

experience and wisdom leads to corruption. In other words, for
men, great power comes with great responsibility.

The female power fantasy, unfortunately, is very different. For
feminists in particular, great power means never having to take
responsibility for anything ever.

When fictional women with power are written by women
(specifically feminists) or woke activists, you will see a
considerable juxtaposition when it comes to how that power is
attained and used. A female power fantasy does not inspire a
woman to be a hero. In fact, when feminists write protagonists
they often act like villains – They tend to be selfish,
narcissistic, they lack depth and lack the redeeming qualities
associated with principled people. When women fantasize
about power they are more likely to reflect psychopathic traits
instead of nurturing feminine traits.

There is no such thing as an archetypal hero’s journey for
modern women. In pop culture, female icons usually gain
power automatically without any effort to earn it. They are
born with magical abilities, magical or god-given talents, or
they “manifest” power by sheer psychological will (the fantasy
of witchcraft). They imagine what they want, and what they
want is supposed to come to them magnetically. This is not just
fiction to feminists; they really think this kind of magic is real.

Even in male power fantasies where a protagonist is born with
certain strengths there is an immediate dilemma: How can I use
this power for good and prevent it from corrupting me? This
does not exist in feminist fiction. For them, power is a virtue in
itself, and abusing power is always justified if it’s a woman
doing it.  If they resort to evil, it’s usually because of the
trespasses of men. There’s always an excuse.

In the past, stories of female power usually involved women
using sexuality to influence men to do their bidding (sexuality
being treated like magic). But this dynamic has long perturbed
feminists who enjoy the idea of sexual manipulation but don’t
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like the idea of women relying on men in order to project their
“agency.” So, in modern times feminists have shifted female
power more into a male realm, with women acting like men,
using physical force like men and asserting dominance in the
way they imagine men assert dominance.

They’ve abandoned the idea of merely getting close to a man’s
power so they can exploit it. Instead, they now covet the
institutional power within corporations and governments,
believing they can cut out the “middleman” (no pun intended).
This has given rise to the pervasive “girl-boss” meme in
mainstream media, a bizarre construct which relies on making

men look incompetent in order to make women in leadership
look intelligent.

But here’s where things go awry. Women are not men and will
never be capable of what men are capable of. That is to say,
men can survive and thrive without women but women will
never be able to survive without men. It’s a cold hard reality
that feminists simply do not grasp; all feminist power relies on
the charity and tolerance of men.

Woke activists like to claim with a certain tinge of glee that
“the world is progressing” and say conservative men are angry
because “the patriarchy is losing power.” I find this argument
fascinating because it’s self-contradictory: If the patriarchy
exists and men really are a monolithic power structure, then
frankly there’s nothing stopping us from crushing feminists
under our boots like bugs and taking all that power back.

Women, by virtue of their biology, have no power. At least not
in the way that men do. Any power they think they have taken
was actually GIVEN to them by men. Men allow women to
have the freedoms they enjoy in the western world, there is no
power struggle. I’m sure some feminists will accuse me of
chauvinism here, but this is a fact – Women have equal rights
and opportunities to men in the west because men want them
to. If there was a patriarchy, those rights would not exist.

Just look at fundamentalist nations in Asia or the Middle East
where you find REAL patriarchy. Feminists have no influence
because the men in those societies do not allow them any. It
just takes a flip of a switch and all the control feminists think
they have gained can be confiscated in an instant. So please
ladies, don’t delude yourselves and be thankful western men
are inclined to appreciate and support the women around them.

The next most common argument from feminists is that women
don’t actually “need men.” I think for first-wave feminists this
was limited to the idea that women don’t need men for personal
happiness or personal success. That’s debatable but I’m not
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really interested in feminists feeling affirmed in their daily
lives. The problem arises with third-wave feminism and the
notion that women don’t need men for anything, including the
stability of society.

Lets make this clear right up front: Men built almost
EVERYTHING in civilization. Men maintain almost
everything in civilization. Everything you see around you, from
the technology to the buildings to the roads to the utilities to
the factories and to national security – It’s all built and kept
running primarily by men. All those ugly but necessary jobs
that women don’t want to do or are incapable of doing are done
by men.
Feminists like to assert that women only need men for
protection from other men. They say if men did not exist, they
would be safe. This is a hilariously naive assumption and it’s
only spoken by women in first-world societies where they’ve
never been forced to experience true survival.

If men were to disappear tomorrow, civilization would
collapse. Women might not have to worry about male
aggression, but they would have to worry about functioning in
an environment without any amenities or modern comforts.
They would not last more than a couple weeks; the vast
majority would die almost immediately.

We know this for a fact because there have been multiple
survival experiments in recent years with all-women groups
that ended in disaster. They are either forced to rely on male
groups to survive, or, they have to tap out and leave the
experiment completely. A famous example is the old Bear
Grylls battle of the sexes experiment, but it’s not the only one
and the results are generally the same across the board.

Feminists talk big, but they fold like wet paper when they’re
placed in situations where they must legitimately struggle to
live.

The world is an inhospitable place, especially without men.
The feminist power fantasy relies on the notion that they are
capable of doing whatever men can do. It’s simply not true, and
the requirements are not limited to the physical. There is a
dangerous lack of organizational ability among women, at least
where completing necessary tasks is concerned.

In another famous example of an , in
2005 a female TV producer decided to build a media-based
business from the ground up with only female employees. No
men were allowed because she believed men had an easy ride.
The company quickly imploded two years later due to lack of
work ethic, lack of direction and infighting. The CEO admitted
openly that an all-female staff was a terrible idea. She noted:

all-female experiment

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-1168182/Catfights-handbags-tears-toilets-When-producer-launched-women-TV-company-thought-shed-kissed-goodbye-conflict-.html
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“While I stand by my initial reason for excluding male
employees – because they have an easy ride in TV – if I
were to do it again, I’d definitely employ men. In fact, I’d
probably employ only men…”

My point is, feminists can only exist in a first world society
where men have already created a safety net. These are places
where men have built and maintained the majority of amenities
needed for survival to such a high degree that women have
very little to worry about compared to their counterparts in
third-world countries.

It is within these comfort-focused environments where
feminists thrive, if only because women have so much time on
their hands to ponder minutia rather than being concerned
about how they will eat, where they will sleep and who will
keep them safe.

In a survival scenario, feminists cease to exist. They die out or
they give up on feminism and seek the aid of men. It might be
prudent for modern women in the west to keep this reality in
mind, because first world countries have been known to fall
into third world status without much warning.
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